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The talk will give an overview over current activities in the group on controlled and
directed  crystallization  of  semiconducting  polymers  for  applications  in  polymer
electronics, in particular for organic solar cells and organic field effect transistors.
Although it is well known that the morphology is of great importance in this kind of
devices, the complexity and small feature size of the microstructures resulting from
high nucleation densities make an understanding of structure-function relationships
often difficult. It is therefore of great interest to reduce nucleation densities and to
control  the  molecular  orientation  over  macroscopic  distances  in  semicrystalline
polymer thin films.

Within the talk different methods to induce and control crystalline order over large
areas in thin films will be presented. These include swelling and deswelling in defined
solvent vapour atmospheres of good solvents, crystallization under confinement and
mechanical rubbing. The control of molecular orientation over macroscopic distances
allows us not only to establish relationships between the polymer microstructures and
their optical properties[1], but also to get a better understanding of  charge transport
properties in these semicrystalline polymers. Recent measurements on anisotropic
charge transport of both the  p-type poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)[2] and the n-type
poly{[N,N’-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-1,4,5,8-naphthalene-dicarboximide-2,6-diyl]-alt-5,5’-
(2,2’-bithiophene)}  (PNDI2OD-2T)[3] reveal  for  example  that  charge  transport  is
highest along the polymer chain direction.
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